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��Inspiration:  Matthew 3: 3; Mark 1: 3, 3: 4‐6; John 1: 15‐28; “Jordanis oras praevia” by Charles Coffin, 1676‐1749, in “Paris Breviary”, 1736.Lyrics:  88.88; John Chandler, 1806‐1876, in his “Hymns of the Primitive Church”, 1837.Music:  WINCHESTER NEW; Georg Wittwe’s “Musicalisches Hand‐buch”, Hamburg, 1690; adapt. by William H. Havergal, 1793‐1870, in “Old Church Psalmody”, 1847; harm. by William H. Monk, 1823‐1889, in “Hymns Ancient and Modern”, 1861.
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